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Ride the Social Media Storm: From the Resistant to a Resilient Mindset 
Since the advent of social media, business-customer interaction has been undergoing dramatic changes in 

terms of consumer empowerment. This calls for new theoretical perspectives on management and market 

communication. Managers must rethink their practices to handle digital phenomena such as social media 

storms successfully, but it is not evident what aspects managers reconsider and change or why. Theory 

applied to this field is mainly derived from traditional crisis management, focusing on the protective factors 

arguing that a SMS should be handled as a crisis situation. We use mixed methods to identify a 

contemporary phenomenon that need new theoretical explanation and present empirical evidence that is 

inconsistent with existing theories revealing that some managers understand and utilize the promotive 

factors of SMS. To explore new frames of understanding to meet the new challenges, we conceptualize 

a cognitive turn from a resistant to a resilient management approach empowering firms, consumers, and 

societies 
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Pernille Rydén is Head of Studies, Engineering Business Administration (EBA); Associate Professor of 

Strategic Management and Organization at the Technical University of Denmark (email: pryd@dtu.dk) 

teaching executive MBAs and senior consultants. She is also lecturer at the Copenhagen Business 

School. She holds a ph.d.in strategic cognition of digital technologies and has established herself as 

a digital transformation sherpa in Denmark, helping managers discovering the potentials and managing the 

slippery slopes of disruptive change.  With more than 20 years of experience in cognitive psychology, 

marketing, and management, she shares her experience and expertise on the human and organizational 

conditions for succeeding with digital technologies in private and public enterprises. With her research, 

she aims to improve and strengthen digital business interactions for the mutual benefit of stakeholders, 

companies, and communities of the digital age. She was awarded the Certificate of Excellence in Research 

in 2019 and Certificate of Excellence in Teaching in 2018 by the Copenhagen Business School. 
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